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GERMAN POLICY IN THE FIRST WORLD WAR — PROBLEMS 
IN HISTORY AND MODERN POLITICS

The new German Reich of 1871 had scarcely been established when some of 
the German authors began to dream about an expansion which would include the 
Crimea and the whole of the Ukrainę into the  Reich. There was only a smali step 
from the la£t of such dreams to the first actual plans of expansion during the 
First World War. Sometimes the authors were the same as in  the case of the 
leader of the Panteutonic League, Heinrich Class who worked out. some “utopdan” 
Plans for the futurę, and a very -concrete although maximalist memorandum on 
German war aims aating from the autum n of 1914.

Among other authors of annexionist plans, there was the Reich Chancellor 
von Bethmanin-Hollweg who issued a memorandum, of September 1914, con.taining 
official and -not very moderate plans and aimis. I t  remained unknown for a long 
time and was disoovered not before 1961, by the West German historian, Professor 
Fritz Fischer.

His great an magnificent work on the German annexionisit policies in First 
World War, w ith its huge documentation, was m et by an  almost unanimous, more 
vociferous thain substantiated, protest from, the older generatiom of his colleagues. 
It has also been attacked by the official eircles of the Federal Republic.

In the face of the mentioned huge dooumenitation of Fischer’s study, the 
conservative and .nationalist West German authors cannot deny the only, tao obvious 
facts. They try to give these facts an interpretation more in agreement with the 
oonservative and nationalist views, if  not w ith simiple truth, and the undiaputed 
meaning of the sources. Sometimes they dare not deny the facts but try to ąuestion 
them by meams of rhetorical ąuestiions. This lis mostly the individual method of 
Professor Gerhard Ritter. Some versions remind more of a fairy-tale than a history 
(e. g. Prof. W alther Hubatsch). The -most freąuently used method could be called 
“antiprem editative”: the plan and the deed are beiing separated, the former is 
treated as some irresponsible and inconseąuential talk the latter as a spontaneous, 
uinpremeditated reaction in an unexpected situation.

German imperialism and its efforts to subjugate the whole of Europę nęither 
began nor ended with Hitler.
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BASIC AIMS OF THE NAZI OCCUPATION POLICY CONCERNING 
THE POLISH PROBLEM (SEPTEMBER—OCTOBER, 1939)

German policy in respect to  ocoupied Poland took form essentially in the 
period from September unt.il October of the year 1939. Im portant decisions then 
took place on stablishing, for the first time, of the national-socialistic concept 
of the German “Lebensraum” in eastern Europę, It was supposed to consist in 
a Germanization of the western and north^western regions iof Poland by way of 
German settlement and expropriation of the local Polish and Jewish population.
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